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Trypunosomu cruzi Populations:
More Clonal than Sexual
M. Tibayrenc and F,]. Ayala
The ancient question of trypanosome sexuality has recently been reactivated in view of
important observations in the Afican species Trypanosoma brucie, in which Mendelian
sexuality has been proposed as a working hypothesis on the basis ofindirect isozyme evidence’. Subsequent experiments have confirmed that recombination can occur in T. brucei
under defined experimental conditions and suggest that this parasite undergoes meiosis2-4.In
this article, Michel Tibayrenc and Francisco Ayala discuss the intraspecific variability of
another species, Trypanosoma cruzi - causative agent of american trypanosomiasis or
Chagas disease. They interpret the variation revealed by extensive isozyme analysis and
restrictionendonuclease analysis ofkinetoplast DNA, to suggest that T. cruzi is diploid, genetically
and has a clonal structure that manifests a lack of(or very restricted)
. very
. polymorphic,
.
.
sexuality.
Apparently heterozygous isozyme patterns are common in T. cruzi(in 8 loci out
of Is), suggesting it to be a diploid
organism5-*.This is consistent with a variety of results based on isozyme and DNA
studies, that support the notion that diploidy is the general condition in Leishmania
and Trypanosoma1~9~~0.
However, sexual
recombination is either totally absent,
or at least severely restricted, in the
natural populations of T. cruzi studied by
USM~I
1-14. The main sources of evidence
are as follows:
(I) Some zymodemes show ‘fixed
heterozygosity’ ’ at several loci (i.e.
heterozygosis that remains constant generation after generation) which is incompatible with Mendeliansegregationb-8.1I I
(2) At any given locus, many theoretically possible genotypes (i.e. diploid combinationsofthe alleles present in the population) are absent, despite the frequent
occurrence of , potential parental
genotypes in close sympatry (in the same
house, same human host, same insect vector), and hence with ample opportunity
for mating7JW This absence of most
possible genotypes is statistically corroborated by large departures from HardyWeinberg equilibrium in the populations
of the parasite (i.e. the populations are not
at all panmictic)l3, whereas at the same
geographical scale their insect vector
populations are in equilibrium - they
appearto mate randomly(i.e.tend to panmixia)k
(3) When two or more loci are jointly
considered, certain genotypes are systematically associated in a strong linkage
disequilibrium*,The statistical values ofthis
linkage disequilibrium are close to the ’
maximum possible (Q. Zhang, M.
Tibayrenc and FJ. Ayala, unpublished),
higher than the values obsewed in wild
barley (Hordeum ’POntaneum)
which is a
predominantly
species (selfing rate above 99%) (Q, Zhang, unpublished),
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All these results suggest,for the samples
examined (which represent a large
ecogeographical range and various hosts),
a clonal structure in T. cruzi populations.
According to this idea, the entities called
‘zymodemes’ (formerly recognized using
a phenetic interpretation of the zymograms”-19) are simply natural clones of
the parasite which can be identified by
means of isozyme techniques. In the same
way, ’schizodemes’20 are natural clones
identified by restriction endonuclease variability in kinetoplast DNA.
It is worth comparing our results with
those obtained in Gcheria coli using similar
methods. Natural populations of this bacterium show a predominantly clonal structure, although genetic recombination is
readily obtained under experimental conditions21. A clonal structure implies that
observations based on any two sets of
independentgenetic characteristics should

infer similar genetic relationships among a
group of natural isolates. This prediction
was confirmed in E. coli by comparing
isozymeand biotyping data? Similarly, we
have recently observed in T. cruzi a highly
significant statistical correlation between
isozyme and kinetoplast DNA patterns?
which favours the hypothesis of a clonal
structure in T. cruzi populations. Our
results do not rule out completely the possibility of matingin T. cruzi, but rather show
that recombination is at least severely
restricted.
Taxonomic Clustering
-,

The genetic distance (average number
of codon differences per gene between
two populations24) between the T, cruzi
zymodemes (based on 15 isozyme loci)
are often very high6,8*13,which reflects the
extensive isozyme polymorphism of the
parasite, We have used a Wagner network* to illustrate the phylogenetic
relationships among the zymodemes.
Fig, I shows that the 43 zymodemes
observed in T. cruzi cannot be clustered
‘Wagner networking25.26IS a method for depichg
the phylogenetrc relatronships among a given set of
populatrons. Each character IS coded as ether I or O
(presencdabsence) in each stock. Computer programs are available for ready application of this
method.

f

’I
Fig. 1. Minimum-length Wagner network showing the inferred phylogenetic relationships among 43
T. cruz¡ zymodemes. The numbers identimng the zymodemes (each surrounded by a circle) are given
at the terminal points ofbranches. The numbers along the branches are the patristic, or evolutionary,
distances f i r each segment (from Ref: 8).
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into a few, strictly-delimited, subgroups
(or 'principalzymodemes'6-19-27)
that could
represent natural taxa. The only apparent
natural grouping, although still extremely
heterogeneous, encompasses the zymodemes numbered I to 25 in Fig. I. Additional groupings seem largely arbitrary.
It seems likely that clonal evolution in T.
cruzi is ancient and that numerous clones
have been evolving independently for a
long time. The large biochemical
heterogeneity of the parasite -shown for
example, by the large genetic distance
values - would be a direct consequence
of the long separate evolution of the
natural clones. The correlation observed
between isozyme and schizodeme patterns23 strongly suggests that both types of
variability are related to evolutionary time
(representing a sort of 'molecular clock'),
which reinforces their usefulness for
determining phylogenetic relationships.
The present distribution of T. cruzi
genotypes would be the combined result
of absent (or severely limited) recombination, chance extinction of lineages, various
distribution and historical factors, and possible selective differences among clones.
Since T, cruzi zymodemes'do not fall
into a limited set of well-separated clusters, it seems likely that examination of a
larger number of enzyme loci (or other
genetic markers) and a more diversified
sample of stocks would probably identify
additional clones. This makes it unwise to
assign any number or label to the
zymodemes or schizodemes that would
pretend to be definitive, and rejects a
typological approach to the infraspecific
variability of T. cruzi. New isolates should
be characterized in comparison with a
representativeset of reference laboratory
stocks, using a sufficient range of markers.

The clonal structure of T. cruzi may
have important medical implications. Even
if some recombination may occur in the
evolutionary scale, the natural clones
clearly retain their characteristics over
large geographical areas and long periods
of time (indeed, in our sample, several
clones were identified without any change
over many years in various countries).The
clones thus behave largely as independent
genetic entities, (or 'agamospecies') the
medical characteristics of which should be
studied separately. The central question is
whether the high clonal diversity can
account for all or part of the medical and
biological variability of T. cruzia. This question can only be answered by studying the
medical and biological characteristics of a
large, representative sample of natural
clones, which has not yet been done.
A genetic analysis of the zymograms
and. a populational approach reveal the
genetic structure and multiplicationsystem
of T. cruzi, make it possible to replace
descriptive concepts (such as zymodeme
and schizodeme) by an explan.atory one
(natural clone), and to propose a general
model of T. cruzi infraspecific variability
suitable for applied studies. The question
of mating in T. cruzi remains open, even
though recombination in natural conditions seems to be rare or absent.
Nevertheless, success in obtaining mating
in the laboratory would be extremely
valuable for undertaking experiments
about the biology of T. cruzi.
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